Publication Options

• Option 1: Submit papers based on results presented today to one of AGU Journals (Space Weather, JGR ?)
  - Papers on Studies 1 & 4 could be submitted by Fall mini-workshop

• Option 2: Special issue of J. Atmospheric and Solar-Terrestrial Physics
  – 1 introductory (“mini”)-review) paper
  – 3-4 reports summarizing Challenge results (All four Studies).
  – Science papers focusing on physical parameters addressed by Challenge metric studies. Events selected for metrics Challenge are preferable but not required.
  – Simulation results/ visualization tools available at CCMC can be used for research analysis. CCMC can perform more simulations and/or accept more simulation result submissions.
  – Interest from CEDAR Community to add ionosphere metrics studies.

Option 2 require commitments from everybody involved.
Special Issue Option

- Information for the special issue proposal:
  - Volume title and order of guest editors.
  - List of probable paper titles, with authors and abstracts
  - Deadlines for submissions and final acceptance

- Requirements
  - Proposal have to be submitted within a month
  - All contributors be realistic in their commitments to submit a paper
  - Special Issue should be announced outside of meeting attendees
  - 9 months max from proposal acceptance to the last paper acceptance